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The methodology used in recent study of the zero-eld splitting parameters of Cr

3+

ions at various orthorhom-

bic symmetry sites in LiKSO4 by Pandey and Kripal is critically commented on. We argue that the crystal eld
parameters,

Bkq ,

in the Wybourne notation, which were calculated using the superposition model for Cr

supposedly

in LiKSO4 , may only be converted into the crystal eld parameters in the Stevens notation.
authors have also converted the latter parameters
in the conventional notation.

3+

ions

Regrettably, the

into the zero-eld splitting parameters

D

and

E

Such direct conversions are fundamentally incorrect and constitute factual invalid

usage of the conversion relations between the crystal eld (ligand eld) parameters and the zero-eld splitting
ones. The cases of an implied usage of the invalid conversion relations between the crystal eld parameters and the
zero-eld splitting parameters occurring in recent literature are also outlined. Pandey and Kripal have found the
zero-eld splitting parameters theoretically evaluated in this way to be in good agreement with the experimental
values.

3+

However, the faulty methodology renders the conclusion that Cr

+

the substitutional K

sites unjustied.

ions enter into the LiKSO4 lattice at

Several other conceptual problems arising from misinterpretations of the

crucial notions identied therein are also discussed and claried.
DOI: 10.12693/APhysPolA.125.1215
PACS: 76.30.

−v,

76.30.Fc, 71.70.Ch, 75.10.Dg

which illustrate the actual nature of the interrelation-

1. Introduction

In order to elucidate the conceptual problems dealt
with in this paper, a clear distinction is indispensable between the crystal eld (CF), i.e. equivalently ligand eld
(LF), Hamiltonians,

HCF (HLF ),

which are fundamen-

tal in optical spectroscopy, see, e.g. [14], and the

eec-

tive spin Hamiltonians (SH), H̃SH , for a review see [5, 6],

ships between the CF parameters (CFPs) and the ZFS
parameters (ZFSPs) and enable subsequent clarications,
the readers are advised to consult the review [14]. To provide perspective, in Sect. 2 we outline briey the cases
of an implied usage of the invalid conversion relations
between the CFPs and the ZFSPs occurring in recent
literature.

The faulty methodology, which constitutes

which are fundamental in electron magnetic resonance

factual invalid usage of such conversion relations, and

(EMR), see, e.g. [710], and magnetism, see, e.g. [1113].

several conceptual problems identied in the study [16]

The Hamiltonians

H̃SH

include two major terms, i.e. the

zero-eld splitting (ZFS) Hamiltonians,
Zeeman electronic (Ze) ones,

H̃Ze .

H̃ZFS ,

and the

In the course of our

3+

of the ZFSPs of Cr

ions at various orthorhombic sym-

metry sites in lithium potassium sulphate, LiKSO4 , are
critically commented on in Sect. 3.

work on the recent review [14] concerning single transition ions as well as exchange coupled systems, we have

2. Implied usage of the invalid conversion

identied a variety of problems that occur at the interface between the two types of Hamiltonians:
and

relations between the CF parameters

HCF (HLF )

and the ZFS ones

H̃SH (H̃ZFS ).

The problem that is most pertinent for the present
considerations is the CF = ZFS confusion, which is de-

true ZFS quantities as
purportedly the CF (LF) quantities. Various types of ter-

ned as the cases of labeling the

minological confusions between the CF (LF), SH (ZFS),
and related quantities, identied so far in literature have
been discussed in the reviews [5, 6, 15] and most recently [14].

For the background theory and notations,

It is essential to bring to the attention of the readers
the major points elucidated in the review [14]. There are
two major types of operators that used to express the
CF (LF) and SH (ZFS) Hamiltonians, i.e. the Stevens
and Wybourne ones. These operators have distinct properties, which have been classied and discussed in detail
in [14] together with several key aspects.

This has in-

cluded: basic forms of Hamiltonians and denitions of the
associated parameters, distinct properties of the Stevens
and Wybourne CF (LF) parameters and implications for
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parameters, conversion relations for the Stevens and con-

plications for numerical recalculations, has taken place

ventional ZFS parameters, and orthorhombic standard-

in the papers [17, 2126]. The confusion concerning the

ization.

questionable relations in [17, 2126] and similar ones ap-

Specic types of serious terminological confusion con-

pearing in the earlier literature (for references, see [14])

bear

have originated most probably from careless notation and

on the conversion relations suitable for the CF (LF) pa-

wording, whereas rather not from a real misunderstand-

rameters and the ZFS parameters [14]. One type of the

ing by the respective authors.

cerning the notions of

HCF (HLF )

and

H̃SH (H̃ZFS )

implied

usage of the

The readers should beware that any attempt to em-

invalid conversion relations between the CF (LF) param-

ploy such relations to convert a concrete set of the CFPs

eters and the ZFS ones.

CF = ZFS confusion has led to an

By implied usage, we mean

into the ZFSPs or other way round would be fundamen-

providing such relations and considering them as physi-

tally incorrect and hence would lead to wrong numerical

cally correct but not followed by any numerical calcula-

results. Unfortunately, such conversion relations have in-

tions. Examples of such implied usage have been iden-

dependently been utilized in a recent paper by Pandey

tied, e.g. in the recent tutorial review by Sorace et al.

and Kripal [16]. In Sect. 3 we comment on this serious

[17] of the magnetic properties of single molecule magnets

case, which constitutes factual invalid usage of the con-

(SMMs) based on the rare-earth ions. As discussed [14],

version relations between the CF (LF) parameters and

the authors [17] have provided in their eq. (5) the con-

the ZFS ones, and discuss its implications.

supposedly

version relations

for the ZFSPs expressed in

the Stevens and conventional notations (for denitions
see the reviews [5, 6]).

sented as relations between the elements of
ZFS tensor

Dij ,

and the

Bkq = βk Aqk hrk i

D,

correct relations of this type may be found in [1820].
More importantly, the relations given in [17] are misleading since they imply their applicability for the cross-conversions between the CF (LF) parameters expressed
ZFS parameters, i.e.

Dij ,

Bkq = βk Aqk hrk i,

and the

expressed in the conventional

In fact, such relations apply strictly only for

conversions between the ZFS parameters expressed in the
Stevens notation,

Bkq

(or

conventional notation,
clature see [5, 6].

bqk ),

Dij

and those expressed in the

 for denitions and nomen-

Hence, the usage of the conversions

relations implied in the review [17] is fundamentally invalid, since for the reasons discussed in [14] these relations shall

never be employed for conversions between any

ZFSPs nor for cross-conversions between the CFPs and

q
the ZFSPs. Let us note that the same symbol Bk may
denote either the CFPs or the ZFSPs, however, the noq
q k
tation Bk = βk Ak hr i is applicable exclusively for the
CFPs, whereas makes no sense for the ZFSPs.

Apart from the review by Sorace et al. [17], an implied usage of the invalid conversion relations has also
been identied [14] in other recent papers, namely, Yamashita et al. [21] on magnetic anisotropy of Ln

III

-based

SMMs, the User Manual for the computer program

Phi

developed by Chilton [22], and the review of magnetic
polyoxometalates by Clemente-Juan et al. [23]. Similar
pitfall occurs also in the papers utilizing the software
package

SIMPRE

and the ZFSPs ones and its implications

set of param-

[17] were misprinted  for details see [14], whereas the

in the Stevens notation, i.e.

relations between the CFPs

i.e. the

eters. Incidentally, it has turned out that the relations

notation.

3. Factual usage of the invalid conversion

Equation (5) in [17] was pre-

developed by Baldoví et al. [24]. Im-

portantly, a relation to convert the ZFS parameters into
the CF (LF) ones has been practically utilized in the pa-

The direct conversions between the CFPs and the
ZFSPs utilized in [16] constitute faulty methodology,
which has lead to seriously awed calculations of the
ZFSPs

D

E

and

for Cr

sulphate LiKSO4 .

3+

ions in lithium potassium

This has made the conclusions [16]

groundless and most probably invalid.

The procedure

used by the authors [16] is briey outlined and several
pertinent problems are exposed below.
The Hamiltonians used [16] were dened as follows:

HCF

as equivalent to eq. (4) and expressed in terms of

the CFPs
ators

Bkq

(k)

Cq

and the Wybourne spherical tensor oper-

, whereas

the ZFSPs:

D

H̃ZFS

(axial) and

as equivalent to eq. (9) with

E

(rhombic). The CFPs

Bkq

were calculated based on the crystallographic data and
using superposition model (SPM)  for references, see
the reviews [2730]. Model parameters specic for SPM/
CFP calculations were employed. It is important to keep
in mind that SPM may be used independently also for
SPM/ZFSP calculations, however, then dierent sets of
model parameters specic for ZFSPs must be employed
as discussed below.
The most controversial statements [16] are,

quote:

Considering the transformation properties of the Stevens
operators

Okq ,

the relations between the arbitrary sym-

metry SH parameters and CFPs in the Stevens notation

Bkq

were derived in various axis systems [28]

in this paper).

(i.e. Ref. [31]

Using consistent convention prevailing in

the recent literature we have the following relations between the conventional ZFS parameters
parameters

Bkq :

D = 3B20 ,

D and E

and CF

E = B22 .

(3)

E/D

pers [25, 26] for the purpose of qualitative conclusions.

Taking these relations and the idea that the ratio

As discussed in [14], this pitfall has led also to inappro-

for an orthorhombic symmetry Hamiltonian can always

priate interpretation of the results [2426]. However, no

be limited to the range (0, ±1/3), the conventional

factual invalid usage of such conversion relations, i.e. ap-

and

E

are calculated by obtaining

Bkq

from

Bkq

D

(CFPs

Implications of Invalid Conversions between Crystal-Field Parameters . . .
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Bkq

are determined
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portantly, such curiously disparate results have been obtained for all other distortion models considered, except

from the [SPM] expressions given in Appendix A.
Major problems evident in the above quotes are as

the nal
that Cr

follows.

supposedly

3+

satisfactory attempt. By assuming

+

ion occupies substitutional K

site in LiKSO4

(1) Equation (3) in [16] quoted above represents only

and manipulating the values of the model parameters for

the higher symmetry (axial and rhombic) ZFSPs appear-

the SPM/CFP calculations to match the calculated and

ing in the full set of relations applicable to triclinic sym-

experimental ZFSPs

metry cases [14, 17]. However, the interpretation of such

with the experimental values has been obtained. How-

relations provided in [16] as suitable for conversions be-

ever, neither the matched values of the model parameters

tween conventional ZFS parameters

D and E and CF pa-

D

and

E,

a reasonable agreement

3+

nor the conclusion that the results suggest that Cr

q
rameters Bk  constitutes a serious case of the CF = ZFS
confusion. This conclusion applies also to the similar in-

ion occupies substitutional K

terpretation provided in [17]. As explained in [14], such

ceptable procedure used.

+

site in LiKSO4  may be

considered as meaningful in view of the faulty and unac-

equations do not relate the CFPs with the ZFSPs; they

Other doubtful problems may be mentioned. We note

only merely convert the ZFSPs from the Stevens notation

that the notion of the microscopic spin Hamiltonian

to the conventional one and vice versa.

(MSH) theory as used in [16] has been misinterpreted.

(2) The authors [16] have failed to realize the consequences of the fact that for Cr

3+

(3d

3

, S = 3/2)

ions

The authors [16] state that, quote: The zero eld split-

D

ting parameters

E

and

are then determined using mi-

the parameters of the rank

croscopic spin Hamiltonian theory and compared with

whereas only of the rank

the experimental values obtained by electron paramag-

k = 2 and 4 exist for CFPs,
k = 2 for ZFSPs. Hence, it is

even not technically feasible to convert the fourth-rank

netic resonance.

CFPs to the corresponding ZFSPs. Had the authors [16]

been investigated using the superposition model and mi-

realized this fact, they could have been warned about the

croscopic spin Hamiltonian theory.

incorrectness of the procedure used.

claims, in fact, no MSH theory has been utilized but only

(3) The fact invoked in [16] that the rhombicity ra-

λ = E/D

tio of the conventional ZFSPs

may be always

and The EPR ZFS parameters have
Contrary to these

the faulty methodology outlined above. As discussed at
a conceptual level in [14], MSH theory, historically [712]

H̃SH

limited to the range (0, 1/3) pertains implicitly to the

pertains to an explicit derivation of

orthorhombic standardization introduced in [31].

tion ions with an orbital singlet ground state by methods

This

standardization has been widely applied both for the
ZFSPs and the CFPs  for references, see [3236]. How-

for single transi-

based on perturbation theory  for a review, see [5, 6].
Another problem concerns the maximum rhombicity,

λ = E/D = 1/3,

ever, in this context there is no point to invoke the or-

i.e.

thorhombic standardization, since this idea has nothing

dardization [31] of orthorhombic symmetry

to do with the presumed conversions of the parameters.

also applicable to

Moreover, there is no indication in [16] that orthorhombic

nal calculated

standardization has been actually utilized and for which

maximum value 1/3, whereas the experimental values ob-

parameter sets.

Instead, the conversion relations actu-

ally used for obtaining

Bkq

from

Bkq 

(see [14]) should

which is admissible by the stan-

H̃ZFS and is
HCF , see, e.g. [3136]. The ratio of the
[16] ZFSPs E/D = 0.32 is close to the

tained earlier using EPR: [37] 549 and 183 in [10
yield

E/D = 1/3.

−4

−1

cm

],

This casts additional doubts on the

have been provided either explicitly or by citing pertinent

reliability of both sets of (D, E ) values. The SPM rela-

references.

tions for the CFPs

Concerning the procedure used in [16] the following

sitioned at the K

+

Bkq

were provided only for Cr

3+

po-

site in LiKSO4 , hence the correctness

comments are pertinent. The authors [16] have rst per-

of the SPM/CFP calculations for other distortion models

formed conversion of the CFPs calculated using SPM/

considered cannot be veried. Let us note that two spe-

CFP and expressed in the Wybourne notation,

cic problems concerning the rhombicity ratio identied

the CFPs expressed in the Stevens

Bkq , into
q
notation, Bk (CF).

in the SMM and magnetism studies, namely, (i) usage of

λ

This step is perfectly valid. However, at the next step,

xed values of

based on the misinterpretation in the point (1) above 

(ii) misinterpretation of the convention

see also [14], the later values, i.e.

have been critically discussed in [14].

Bkq (CF),

have been

used incorrectly to obtain, via eq. (3) in [16] quoted
above, the

supposedly

theoretically evaluated

3+

Several distortion models for Cr

Bkq (ZFS).

ions at interstitial site

and substitutional sites in LiKSO4 have been attempted.
For example, in the rst attempt for Cr

3+

at intersti-

tial site the so obtained [16] CFPs yield  D and
11241.7 cm

−1

−1

and 21586.8 cm

with the experimental values.

E

to be

D

and

E

0 < |λ| ≤ 1/3,

Finally, doubts arise if the metaloxygen bond distances

Rj

and coordination angles

3+

SPM/CFP calculations for Cr

θj

and

tal structure of LiKSO4 the authors state, quote [16]:

+

The Li

ion has a tetrahedral

coordination

The shear dierence in

is surrounded by

stricken a note of caution about the procedure used. Im-

used in

single crystals are reliable. In the description of the crys-

distances in the range 0.19090.1923 nm.

(see above) should have

φj

ion doped into LiKSO4

, which are inconsistent

the magnitude between these calculated values and the
experimental ZFSPs

to facilitate numerical calculations and

nine

with LiO

The K

+

ion

O atoms of sulphate at distances

0.28400.2989 nm. However, in their Fig. 1 the environ-

+

ment of K

3+

and coordination around Cr

in LiKSO4

represents an octahedral sixfold arrangement of the O

C. Rudowicz, M. Karbowiak
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ligands.

Yet the values of (Rj , θj , φj ) listed in their

Tables IIII when the Cr

3+

ion is assumed at the case:

+

The database LDB contains at present huge number of
records pertaining to applications of the SPM/ZFS as

site, and

well as SPM/CF approach. The proposed new and thor-

site, contain data for four CrO(i) bonds each.

oughly checked SPM calculations of CFPs may be also

The actual coordination and local site symmetry in the

presented in the amended version of the paper [16]. How-

case I is not clear, whereas selection of point between

ever, it is advisable that the results should be comple-

O(1)O(2) bond has not been justied on crystallo-

mented by comparison of the SPM calculated CFPs with

graphical grounds.

Importantly, the number of ligands

suitable literature values to verify their validity, whereas

considered in the case III (i.e. four) contradicts the de-

the new and rechecked theoretical energy values of dif-

scription in text (i.e. nine) as well as the arrangement in

ferent transitions may be presented as in Table V in [16].

(I) point between O(1)O(2) bond, (II) Li
(III) K

+

their Fig. 1 (i.e. six). The latter case is crucial in view
of the authors' conclusion cited above. We are not in the
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4. Conclusions and outlook

It may be expected that elucidation of conceptual
problems arising from misinterpretations of the crucial
notions exposed in this paper will stimulate readers from
related elds to look more deeply into the intricacies discussed here and in the reviews [5, 6, 14, 15]. This in turn
may help improving understanding of these intricacies,
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